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Technology SAG 

•  TechSAG formed to provide quanEtaEve analysis and 
assessment to NASA via the Astrophysics 
SubcommiHee (APS) in regard to PCOS technology 
needs 

•  SAG formed and two tasks defined at the SeaHle AAS 
•  Tasks approved by the APS at February meeEng: 

–  Conduct a review of NASA technology roadmaps from 
PCOS perspecEve and provide input to the present NRC 
review (complete) 

–  Technology development planning for Explorer science and 
beyond (next) 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Technology SAG Membership  
•  Present Technology SAG membership: 

–  Jay Bookbinder (CfA) 
–  Roger Brissenden (chair; CfA) 
–  Randall Correll (Ball) 
–  Kathy Flanagan (STScI) 
–  Liz Hays (GSFC) 
–  Shaul Hanany (UMN) 
–  Kent Irwin (NIST)         
–  Guido Mueller (U. Florida)      
–  Steve Murray (JHU) 
–  Jason Rhodes (JPL) 
–  Dan Schwartz (CfA) 
–  Colleen Wilson‐Hodge (MSFC) 
–  Kent Wood (NRL) 
–  PCOS Program Office (GSFC): Jean CoHam, Carl Stahl, Jackie Townsend 
–  NASA HQ Observers: Jaya Bajpayee, Mike Moore, Rita Sambruna 

•  Membership open to the community. Email rjb@cfa.harvard.edu and 
watch the PhysPAG website: h/p://pcos.gsfc.nasa.gov/physpag.php 
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Technology Roadmap Task 
•  NRC reviewing NASA Office of the Chief 
Technologist (OCT) technology road maps 
– Workshops held to solicit community input 
– Deadline for input via web forms, 4/15/11 

•  PhysPAG Technology SAG task to review 
roadmaps for gaps against PCOS needs and 
provide NRC input 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NRC Input 
•  NRC requested input via workshops and web form: 

–  Name, goal, TRL, Epping point, NASA capabiliEes, benefit, 
alignment with NASA and non‐NASA needs, risk, Eming, 
required effort  

–  See h/p://www8.na:onalacademies.org/asebsurvey/tabs/ 

•  TechSAG benefiHed from interacEons with two NRC 
Workshop (Irvine; 3/29/11) presenters who are also 
TechSAG members: 
–  X‐ray Photon Detectors (Steve Murray) 
–  Development of microcalorimeters for both sub‐mm and X‐ray 
applicaEons (Kent Irwin) 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PhysPAG Technology SAG Process 

•  SAG Telecons held 2/25, 3/10, 3/30 
•  Updated 2005 Technology Roadmap to provide 
framework 

•  Assessed PCOS technology areas against Drag 
Science Instruments, Observatories, and Sensor 
Systems Roadmap (TA08) for gaps and required 
updates 

•  Presented roadmap and inputs to the 
Astrophysics SubcommiHee on 4/7: approved 

•  SubmiHed inputs by 4/15 to NRC study website 
•  A community input gathering acEvity, not a 
criEcal assessment. 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PCOS Technology Checklist 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•  Gathered 
technology needs 
vs. near‐ and long‐
term PCOS needs 

•  Input to NRC for 
gaps/updates 
idenEfied for 9 of 
12 mission areas 

Mission Technology

TechSAG 

relative to 

TA08

WFIRST ok

LISA input to NRC

IXO ok

Inflation Probe input to NRC

Fundamental Physics input to NRC

Next Generation Hard X-ray input to NRC

Soft X-ray and EUV input to NRC

Next Generation X-ray Timing input to NRC

Next Generation Medium-Energy 

Gamma-Ray: Compton input to NRC

Next Generation Medium-Energy 

Gamma-Ray: Laure input to NRC

Beyond LISA input to NRC

Beyond IXO ok
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PhysPAG Technology Roadmap 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NRC Input 
on next page 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Name of Technology (256 char) Next Generation X-ray Timing (1 of 3): Pixelated 

Large-Area Solid State X-ray Detectors

Next Generation X-ray Timing (2 of 3):  Low-

Noise, Low-power ASICs for Solid State 

Detectors

Next Generation X-ray Timing (3 of 3): Thin, 

Lighweight X-ray Collimators

Brief description of the technology (1024) X-ray timing science objectives call for achieving several 
square meters of X-ray sensitive collection, over range 2-
30 keV, obtaining time of arrival and energy for each 
photon.  Silicon pixel arrays, silicon drift detectors, pixel 
arrays of high-Z materials, or hybrids are possible 
choices but all need development.  

Low power ASICs are needed to provide accurate 
time of arrival and energy for each photon but with 
low aggregate power per square meter.

Requirements of new X-ray timing instruments built 
around solid state elements require re-thinking 
design of the collimator unit that provides source 
isolation. In order to not dominate the mission mass 
and volume budgets, the collimator must be much 
thinner and lighter than previous honeycomb 
colllimator designs.

TABS category 8.1.1 8.1.2 10.1.1

Goals and Objectives (1024) The goal is to achieve large area detectors that are thick 
enough to have significant stopping power above 30 
keV. The technology should reach TRL 6 in by 2014, to 
meet opportunities for near-term explorers.

The ASIC must achieve noise performance good 
enough to allow a low energy threshold of <= 2 
keV and and energy resolution <= 600 eV with a 
total power budget less than 100 W/m^2. The 
ASIC must reach TRL 6 by 2014 to meet 
opportunities for near-term Explorers.

The goal is to produce collimators with FWHM <= 1 
deg that are <1 cm thick, and have stopping power 
sufficient to effectively collimate X-rays at 50 keV.

TRL TRL is between 4 and 5. Requires  efforts towards 
space qualification and testing in relevant environment.

TRL is 3. Portions of the functionality have been 
demonstrated but a full prototype that meets both 
the noise and power requirements has not yet 
been produced.

TRL is 3 for new designs.  Prototyping for new 
concepts has only begun

Tipping Point (100 words or less) Designs have reached TRL 4. A focused effort could 
increase this to TRL 6.  A few cycles of fabrication and 
test are realistically necessary, but must be coordinated 
with ASIC development. 

The ASIC is the key ingredient in achieving a 
system that meets the performance requirements. 
One successful design and fabrication will allow 
systems to be tested in relevant environments.

Prototypes exist involving nano-fabrication using 
high-Z materials to deliver performance at higher 
energies.

NASA capabilities (100 words) NASA’s capabilities support test but pixel arrays are 
custom procurements from commercial sources. 

If NASA’ does not have an engineering group 
producing custom ASICs of this kind,  suitable 
groups exist in DoE or at commercial sources.

NASA has nano-fabrication facilities but they also 
exist in other government departments and in 
industry.

Benefit/Ranking Ranking: iii. The transition of X-ray missions from gas 
proportional counters to solid state designs will allow a 
5-10x increase in effective area and a quantum leap in 
detector reliability.

Ranking: iii. The ASIC is the principal limiting 
factor for the power budget, energy resolution, 
time resolution. ASIC performance directly 
translates into mission performance 
improvements.

Ranking: iii. Older collimator designs are needlessly 
high in areal density (gm/cm2) and have vertical 
thickness that is disadvantageous if detector units 
are stacked for launch and then deployed. Older 
collimator designs can needlessly dominate the 
mass budget for explorer-class missions.

NASA needs/Ranking Ranking: iii. Pixelated silicon detectors of this type can 
be applied to various missions that need large area X-
ray timing, wide-field imaging, and spectroscopy.

Ranking: iii. Low power, low-noise ASICs coupled 
with pixelated silicon detectors of this type can be 
applied to various missions that need large area X-
ray timing, wide-field imaging, and spectroscopy.

Ranking: iii. Thin, light collimators with good 
stopping power can be used in a variety of NASA 
and laboratory settings.

Non-NASA but aerospace needs Ranking: ii. Such devices might be used in certain 
envisioned applications such as X-ray navigation of 
satellites.

Ranking: ii.Such devices might be used in certain 
envisioned applications such as X-ray navigation 
of satellites.

Ranking: ii. Collimators might function in flight X-ray 
systems for applied uses.

Non aerospace needs Ranking: i. Non space-qualified systems exist to meet 
non-space needs such as inspections. 

Ranking: i. Similar ASICS have commercial 
applications, but any connection is really via 
maintaining development teams that can support 
space and non-space needs.

Ranking: ii. Such collimators could be used for X-
ray detector systems on the ground where 
collimation was a requirement  

Technical Risk Ranking: ii. Technical risk is low.  The design principles 
are generally understood but progress comes through 
design iterations to refine performance based on 
completed units.

Ranking: iii. Technical risk is moderate given 
access to (rare) analog ASIC design expertise.  
The history of analogous flight projects shows this 
task must not be underestimated.The main 
challenge is to get low power with low noise.

Ranking: iii. Technical risk is moderate for 
completely new approaches.  Lacking such 
investment there would be fallback to older designs 
mis-matched to requirements, resulting in sub-
optimized mission performance.

Sequencing/Timing Ranking: iv. Should come as early as possible. 
Development of other system components depends on 
detector unit parameters.

Ranking: iv. Should come as early as possible. 
Development of other system components 
depends on ASIC power performance.

Ranking: iv. Should come fairly early in mission 
development because it drives overall system 
characteristics.

Time and Effort to achieve goal Ranking: iv. 3 year collaboration between industry and 
NASA

Ranking: iv. 3 year collaboration between industry 
and NASA

Ranking: iv. 3 year collaboration between industry 
and NASA
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NRC Input 
on next page 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Name of Technology (256 

char)

pixelated Ge or CZT detectors ASICS focusing optics

Brief description of the 

technology (1024)

High spectral resolution is needed to obtain 

nucleosynthesis signatures and spatial resolution is 

needed to isolate sources and maximize signal to 

noise.  In this approach signal to noise is optimized 

using a focusing optical element in front of the 

detector array, thereby reducing the total number of 

detectors but requiring operation at higher count 

rates.  Germanium and CZT have been considered as 

materials.

Low power ASICs are needed to provide 

accurate time of arrival and energy for 

each photon but withability to handle 

higher counting rates produced by 

focusing

Science objective is achieved in a set 

of narrow energy bands but with high 

signal to noise in those bands 

achieved using focusing optics.  A 

separation of several tens of meters 

between optics and detectors is 

realized with a deployable boom.

TABS category TA8.1.1. TA8.1.2. TA8.1.3

Goals and Objectives 

(1024)

The goal is to reach TRL 6 in 2015, to meet 

opportunities for near-term explorers

The goal is to reach TRL 6 by 2015 The goal is to reach TRL 6 by 2015

TRL TRL is 4  for CZT or Ge. Requires  efforts towards 

space qualification and testing in relevant 

environment.

TRL is essentially undefined until the 

detector is specified. The ASIC is specific 

to the detector and developed in co-

evolution with it.

TRL is  4.  

Tipping Point (100 words or 

less)

 Designs have reached TRL 4. A focused effort could 

increase this to TRL 6.  A few cycles of fabrication 

and test are realistically necessary, but must be 

coordinated with ASIC development. 

Pixel designs require custom ASIC 

development to meet targets for power 

combined with noise level.

 If a breakthrough in optics is not 

achieved, the preferred option will be 

Compton telescopes meaning larger 

array dimensions but without optics

NASA capabilities (100 

words)

NASA’s capabilities support test but strip arrays are 

custom procurements from commercial sources. 

NASA has engineering groups producing 

custom ASICs at GSFC but suitable 

groups also exist in DoE or at commercial 

sources.

N ASA has no special facilities but 

they exist in other government 

departments, industry, and 

elsewhere, with choice of source 

depending on requirements and 

approach

Benefit/Ranking Ranking iii.The detector array is the primary factor 

determining system performance, setting the size 

scale, sensitivity and other factors, enabling the entire 

mission concept, hence the science.

Ranking iii. Detector capability alone 

without an ASIC suitably matched to it 

could lead to prohibitive system power and 

make the concept unworkable.  Multiple 

turns of development are likely 

needed.Ranking: TBD

Ranking iii. Producing optics for this 

application would be largely mission 

specific and not transferable to other 

uses, but the optical solution is 

enabling for this approach to a 

medium gamma-ray mission.

NASA needs/Ranking NASA needs a next generation medium-energy 

gamma-ray mission to advance understanding of 

nuclear astrophysics and black hole sources.Ranking 

iii

 The detector alone is not sufficient and 

requires the ASIC.  If the material is Ge, the 

ASIC is probably external to the 

refrigeration, but still needs to be low 

power. Ranking iii

Without optical system the NASA 

needs for a medium-energy gamma-

ray mission are most likely to be 

achieved using Compton telescope 

designs. Ranking iii

Non-NASA but aerospace 

needs

none. Ranking i. none. Ranking i. none. Ranking i.

Non aerospace needs Detector systems mightconceivably find use in sea-

level environmental monitoring but would face 

competition from other approaches.  Ranking ii

ASICs are an integral part of the system 

hence contribute similarly to detectors; 

Ranking ii

none. Ranking i.

Technical Risk Technical risk is low.  The design principles are 

generally understood but progress comes through 

design iterations to refine performance based on 

completed units. Ranking ii

Technical risk is low to moderate given 

access to (rare) analog ASIC design 

expertise.  The history of analogous flight 

projects shows this task must not be 

underestimated.The main challenge is to 

get low power with low noise. Ranking ii

Technical risk is moderate for 

completely new approaches.  

Lacking such investment there would 

be fallback to older designs mis-

matched to requirements, resulting in 

sub-optimized mission performance.

Sequencing/Timing Should come as early as possible. Development of 

other system components depends on detector unit 

parameters. Ranking iv

Should come as early as possible. 

Development of other system components 

depends on ASIC power performance. 

Ranking iv

Should come first in mission 

development because it is a 

prerequisite. Ranking iv.

Time and Effort to achieve 

goal

Ranking iv. Minimal effort. 3 year collaboration 

between industry and NASA 

Ranking iv. Minimal effort. 3 year 

collaboration between industry and NASA

Ranking iii. Moderate effort, 3 year 

collaboration between industry and 

NASA



•  Interest expressed at SeaHle AAS PhysPAG 
meeEng in assessing technology development 
needs for PCOS Explorer class missions 

•  Possible Approach: 
– Build on roadmap review task to idenEfy subset of 
PCOS science objecEves applicable to Explorers 

– Assess technology needs 
– Provide input to APS 

•  Current Explorer class missions: Suzaku, Swig, RXTE, 
NuSTAR, Astro‐H and GEMS 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2. Explorer Technology Task 



Example: Sog X‐ray Spectropolarimeter mission* 

•  Science 
–  Pulsar B‐field modeling 
–  QED effects in strong magneEc fields 
–  Tests of GR near GalacEc black hole binaries 
– Modeling structure in quasar and BL Lac jets 
– Modeling atmospheres of AGN accreEon disks 

•  Architecture concept 
–  Polarimeter that uses blazed transmission graEngs to 
disperse X‐rays to mulElayer coated flat mirrors 

–  Explorer with EA~25 cm2 (0.4 KeV) could measure ~15% 
polarizaEon of a BL Lac or a pulsar in several bands in 1‐2 
days 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* 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provided by 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(MIT) 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Soft X!ray Polarimetry

Fig.1. Rotation of the polarization angle of
the thermal emission in GBHB. From
Dovciak et al. (2008)

Possible scientific Investigations 

include pulsar B-field modeling 

(right), QED effects in strong 

magnetic fields, tests of General 

Relativity near Galactic black hole 

binaries (GBHBs, left), modeling 

structure in quasar and BL Lac jets, 

and modeling atmospheres of AGN 

accretion disks (below left and right).  

In the cases of AGN and GBHBs, 

polarization angles rotate 

significantly below 1-2 keV, arguing 

that low energy measurements will 

complement those at higher energies.

Figure 1:  Intensity and predicted
polarization position angle and degree of
polarization for the polar cap (left;
Daugherty & H arding); outer gap (middle;
Romani & Yadigaroglu), and slot gap (right;
Dyks et al. 2004) models.

View of focal plane

View of front aperture

grating blaze

grating blaze

M
L M

irror

D
etector

Detector

A Soft X-ray Spectropolarimeter

mirror

gratings

from
above

CCD

Polarizing
mirror

long !
large D

short !
small D

A design of a soft X-ray polarimeter 

(left) that uses blazed transmission 

gratings to disperse X-rays to 

multilayer coated flat mirrors.  The 

coating thickness, D, varies so that 

the peak reflectivity matches the 

wavelength of the spectrum.  A small 

mission (EA below) can measure 

15% polarization of a BL Lac or a 

pulsar in several bands in 1-2 days.

Energy

0.33m

2.0m

2

Models of AGN accretion disk 

polarization parameters from 

Schnittmann & Krolik (2009).  

The position angle (left) 

sweeps through 90° between 

0.5 and 5 keV, depending on 

the Eddington ratio while the 

percentage polarization goes 

through a minimum (left).



Technology Assessment 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Technology Heritage TRL 
Mirrors Suzaku, Astro-D 9 

Gratings* 

HETG/LETG; but Critical Angle 
Transmission (CAT) grating design 
gives higher efficiency 3-4 

Multilayer 
Coating* 

Solar missions; but laterally 
graded gives higher efficiency 4 

Detectors Any CCD type 9 

*GraEngs and ML coaEngs would require ~2‐3 years of 
development to be ready for a sounding rocket opportunity 
to raise the TRL readiness for Explorer  



Areas for Discussion 

– Detailed task definiEon and approach 
– How to obtain community input 
– Explorers used as pathfinders? 
– Form of input to Astrophysics SubcommiHee? 

Discussion today and through future TechSAG 
telecons and meeEngs 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